A TRIP INTO FANTASY.***

WALTER MITTY ATTENDS LAW SCHOOL
Walter slumped down in his seat. For him Con. Law was a dull drag. Reductio Ad Absurdum, John Marshall Professor of Constitutional Law, Civil Libertarian par excellence, was boring. He never decided a case on its merits, procedure never substance. He employs those damn canons of judicial restraint like a football coach his guards "block this, take out that." "This issue isn't ripe enough," "the question is moot," "the parties are not adverse," "petitioner did not exhaust his administrative remedies." If Mitty sat on the high tribunal, constitutional questions would be resolved WALTER MITTY — ACTIVIST.

"Mr. Mitty, Mr. Mitty," a voice whispered. Quickly Walter awoke, surprised. Not because of his awaker's identity, for senior partner had often caught Mitty asleep in the firm's law library, but amazed by the term of address "Mister Mitty." Senior partner never before had called him "Mr." It was always "Walter" or "Mitty" sounding as if he was hailing a taxi. "Disaster has befallen us. Glib Tongue, our brilliant trial advocate, has promaine poisoning and can't argue the case. It must have been the oyster stew he ate for lunch. Mister Mitty, the Court will hear us in ten minutes. You worked on the brief, you have to present our position. Everything depends upon you." Mitty placed his strong, warm hands on S.P.'s shoulder, reassuring him all will be well. "You have nothing to fear, S.P. We will be affirmed."

Confidently, Mitty arose from his seat in the United States Supreme Court Law Library, where he had been doing some last minute shepardizing. Head high, a grim, determined Walter Mitty boldly strode out, to the courtroom. Female clerks sighed as he passed. Professional librarians admired his cool. Attorneys commented to their colleagues, "Only one person can save the day; and there goes that one person — Walter Mitty." Senior partner breathed easier.

Quickly, the hour raced by. Mitty first referred to certain portions of his brief. He argued from analogy. One justice commended his resourceful interpretation of pre-statehood, territorial Montana appellate decisions. With cold logic, he refuted appellant's cases: dissection with a surgeon's skill petitioner's arguments, revealing them to be in fact hollow. Questions flew from the bench. With a firm grasp of the authorities, never referring to his notes, he parried the justices' queries, turning unfavorable hypotheticals into positive points: lining up for himself a majority. Upon concluding, the Chief Justice praised Mitty's advocacy. "Your performance here today will be an inspiration for generations of attorneys. Your words will be read in awe for decades to come in law schools." Walter modestly thanked the Court and took his seat.

"Mr. Mitty, what is your opinion of the decision." No answer. "Mr. Mitty, I repeat, what is your opinion of the decision." The harsh voice brought Walter back to the courtroom and reality. "I'm sorry, Sir, I am unprepared."
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